
In our first Bulletin we commented that: 

“The Council…are demanding workers pay for the cuts being made by the government.       
Instead of attacking workers conditions, they should be fighting together with workers 

against Tory cuts. 

There could be a Corbyn government by the end of 

the year that would try to stop austerity. So, the 

council should use some of its reserves to defend ser-

vices pending the removal of the Tory government.” 
   
Now we wonder whether Labour Councillors need to 

be lobbied to make those points to them, and that 

what they are doing isn’t what Jeremy Corbyn is      
trying to do. 

    

 

A message of support from a               

Communication Workers Union officer: 
    

“Our Bin workers shouldn’t be forced into this position by the Council. No wonder one picket 
at Lifford Lane said to me ''All the Labour councillors are Tories”. 

Birmingham council has so far not budged in their demands for 113 job cuts and for workers 

to give up part of their rest day.     

The Labour council have been acting like any other employer trying to undermine the strike 

by using Saturday overtime and street cleaners collecting rubbish that won’t fit in wheelie 
bins. It is welcome that Unison who represent most street cleaners are now balloting for ac-

tion and hopefully this will stop shortly but this demonstrates that it would have been much 
better for both unions to ballot simultaneously and have a joint campaign from the outset. 
   

Whilst this dispute has been brewing the council have been spending money preparing a bid 

for the 2022 Commonwealth Games. Clearly there is no shortage of money for prestige    
projects, but they can't find £300,000 to settle this dispute. The council has £895.7 million in 

usable reserves at the end of the 2015-16 financial year!  
    

There is a clear understanding amongst the strikers that I spoke to that the Tories have no 
mandate for continued cuts and that a determined campaign to face down the government 

could result in the Tories being brought down but they would want them replaced by a       
Labour government who would fight for them not against them. 
   

It isn't lack of money but the Blairite political outlook of the Labour council that is driving this 

dispute, they are firmly wedded to the notion that workers should pay for the capitalist crisis. 
   

Jeremy Corbyn should take advantage of his current high approval rating and issue an      
ultimatum to pro-cuts Labour councillors across the country 'stop cutting services or       

consider yourself ineligible to continue being Labour councillors' and allow fresh selection 
conferences to endorse anti-cuts candidates.” 
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